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LIVESTOCK FARMING

BIOBASED MATERIALS

Methane inhibitor works
better on cows with maize diets
Research shows that DSM’s animal feed additive Bovaer reduces methane
formation in Dutch dairy cows by 27 to 40 per cent depending on the
cow’s feed.
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The effect of the additive has been investigated around the world in a series of studies,
says researcher André Bannink. ‘But each research group finds a slightly different effectiveness.’ One explanation is that what the
cow eats matters. To test that hypothesis,

Wageningen Livestock Research set up an
experiment with 64 Holstein-Frisian dairy
cows under normal farming conditions.
The methane reduction was determined for
three variants in the ratio of grass and maize
silage in the roughage and for two dosages
of Bovaer (60 ppm and 80 ppm) for which
DSM has applied for EU approval.
‘Bovaer is effective in inhibiting methane
formation and that effectiveness does indeed
depend on the feed rations,’ says Bannink.
A low dosage of Bovaer (60 ppm) reduced
methane emissions per kilo of feed by 27
per cent when there was no maize silage in
the feed and by 35 per cent with the highest
proportion of maize silage. The equivalent
percentages were 29 and 40 per cent with a
high dosage of Bovaer (80 ppm). There are
no known negative effects of Bovaer, says
Bannink.
The active ingredient in the additive,
3-nitrooxypropanol, inhibits an enzyme that
methane-forming microorganisms in the
rumen need for converting hydrogen into
methane. ‘If the cow is given a different
ration, the fermentation conditions in the
rumen change too,’ explains Bannink.
Info: andre.bannink@wur.nl
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Biodegradable net
developed for turf
Wageningen Food & Biobased Research
(WFBR) has developed biodegradable
nets for turf. Turf producers place
plastic nets in the soil to support the
growth. The nets are usually left in the
soil. This new net serves its purpose
for 12 to 14 months, after which it degrades fully, which means it does not
pollute the environment. The material
contains bio-PBS, a biobased polymer
that the chemicals company PTTMCC
makes from succinic acid. The Italian
net manufacturer Tenax made some test
nets from this material.
A trial with these nets has been running
since September 2020 on the fields of
the Hendriks turf company. If the trial
is successful, Hendriks wants to use the
nets for growing turf for sports pitches,
says project manager Wouter Post of
WFBR.
Info: wouter.post@wur.nl

DNA ANALYSIS

DNA reveals origins of ancient wood
Structures usually use the dark wood from
the middle of the tree trunk, which contains
a lot of chemical compounds that hamper
DNA extraction.
Despite this, the researchers were able to
develop two protocols for extracting DNA
from oak. They used sources such as wood
from the 700-year-old shipwreck Mönchgut
Ostsee VII, found off the coast of North
Germany.
Info: paul.copini@wur.nl
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Researchers at the Thünen Institute of
Forest Genetics and the universities of
Copenhagen and Wageningen have managed to extract DNA from the wood of old
buildings and shipwrecks. They could use
this aDNA (ancient DNA) to determine the
origin of the wood.
The origin of wood from centuries past is
usually determined by studying the annual
rings but that is not always possible. It is
difficult to extract enough genetic material.
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